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When measuring low level signals, waveform average an be a very useful in extra ting a signal from
the noise. Figure 1 shows an example using the Cir uitgear CGR-201.
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Figure 1: Small signal averaging
Averaging requires a solid trigger signal so the unattenuated signal from the generator was fed into
hannel B and the triggering sour e set to hannel B.
The CGR-201 generator signal is rather large for this demo, so it was attenuated by a fa tor of 100:1
in a 1kΩ  10Ω voltage divider. The attenuated signal was then fed into hannel A.
The un-averaged signal in gure 1(a) is quite noisy: the signal is about 50mV peak-peak, the noise
about 5mV peak-peak, for a signal-noise ratio of 10, or about 20db.
With averaging, the noise is mu h redu ed. We an now determine more a urately that the signal
amplitude is 47mV and the noise in the order of 1mV, for a signal-noise ratio of 47, or 33db. Obviously
this is a huge improvement. Averaging extends the useful range of the os illos ope into the small millivolt
region.
There are some requirements for waveform averaging to work:
• The noise must be random, that is, un orrelated with the signal.
• The improvement in signal-noise is proportional to the square root of the number of averages. In
the CGR-201 software implementation, the range of adjustment is between 4 and 256 averages.
• The signal must be repetitive and steady state. A single-shot event will be lost in the averaging
pro ess. The signal annot be hanging in amplitude, frequen y or harmoni ontent. (Slow
hanges are a eptable and the software will re al ulate a new average if given su ient time.)

• The s ope must have a solid trigger signal so that the a umulation of the averages takes pla e
a urately. In pra ti e, the CGR-201 trigger me hanism is often robust enough to trigger o the
noisy signal, so that's worth a try if you don't have a lean trigger signal.
• The averaged waveform an adapt to hanges, but the rate depends on the number of averages. A
large number of averages requires a (relatively) long time to adapt to hanges.

One might expe t a further requirement: that the noisy signal sweep through several levels of the
A-D onverter. Surprisingly, that's not ne essary. In gure 2, the noisy signal is seen to be a tivating
only two levels on the A/D onverter. But the averaged signal re overs the full waveform quite ni ely:
it an be seen learly (at small amplitude) in gure 2(b). The noise signal (also known as dither in this
ontext) has the ee t of reating the entire signal, even when the A/D onverter is ee tively using
one-bit onversion.
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Figure 2: Tiny signal averaging
Waveform averaging is ommonly used in physi s appli ations, where the instrument is referred to as
a lo k-in amplier. For example, a light sour e is hopped (often with a slotted rotating wheel) and then
passed through some unknown substan e. The original hopping signal is used to trigger the os illos ope.
At the output of the unknown substan e the low-amplitude hopped light signal is dete ted and then
waveform averaged to bring it above the noise level. In this way, a very weak signal an be dete ted.
The ratio of input to output amplitude of the light signal is a measure of the properties of the unknown
substan e.
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